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FORFNOD

Ths r.!portr(:preFents a selectve review of the recent literature
:,ith self-instruction and the automa-tion or teaching. This litera-

tTe has ::-,rowrn 80 rapidly and so profusely of late that workers in the field
have founu it difCicult to keep abreast of it. It is hoped that the present
report will provie R s=ary of emergin:-. issues and that it will serve as a
point cf reference for ftur,: research and development in this field.

The al:thcr wishes to acknywled,:,e his indebtedness to the many people
who have loaned nim e ir unnublished ma.nuscripts and who have thus, or in

personal discussion, stimulated his thinking. They are too numerous to
mention individually. Dr. J. Sidowski and Mr. F. F. Kopstein reviewed
the lriptDnci made several helpful suggestions.

Nork on this report was originally begun because of the author's
interest in self-instruction. It was later amplified and submitted to the
Trhinin PsycholoLy ?ranch, Aerospace Medical Laboratory as part of the
author's Forvice as a consultant under Air Force Contract No. 33(616)-6526
with the Yniversity Dayton. The report is published in support of
Project 1710, "Human Factors in the Desian of Training Equinment," pr.
Marty R. Forly, Fro,4ect Scientist, Task 77535, "Automation of Training
Svst.,:m6." Mr. Felix F. Kopstein, Task Scientist

NA:C r 59-F-:03



ADSTliACT

eelective review cf liternt,are on self-instructional devices is
Prtentej, with emphasis on those studies which Provide for a functional

of such devices. Three major classes of variables which influence
effectiveness Of larnj rv by means of se1C-instructional devices are:

ttl4racter istics of the device, characteristics of the proi-rnm, nnd charac-
ritics of the l arner.

o
attention is deoted to an analysis of the process of pro:Tamming,

/'

tHe 9rrarement of the mnterials to be learned in prorer sec;uence which
mR

. 5 rate or learnini7 and defree of retention. Discussion is focussedtnize
ber of variables of which the effectiveness of the process or pro-nu-

" be a function. Sone of these variables have not yet beensh

utctd to experimental analysis. A workiric model is presented, based
c't1 th, famiiiar processes of conditioning.

pumrcA-1;

This report has been reviewed and is anpreved.

co!2:A77:E:

NALTER F. GRETHER
Director of Onerations
Aerospace Yedical Laboratory
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PiTROD1'CTION

Self-instruction holds out the promise to solve, or alleviate many of

the problems that, beset education and training. The primary purpose of
this report is to'nresent a review of a portion of the Cast-growing litera-

ture on the design and utility of self-instructional devices. SpePial

attention will be given to those studies which provide fer a functional
analysis of such devices.

Other reviewers have concerned themselves with differt asnects of
the literature on automated instruction. Pressey (28), Skinner (34), and

Ramo (29) have written brief histories on the subject and have discussed

some of its economic, social, and even political implications. Skinner

(33) and Gilbert (11, 12) have present rationales for self-instructional
devices, based upon generally accepted principles of learning. Finally,

Porter (24) has reviewed the evaluation studies which compared the
effectiveness of automated instruction with instruction by the more con-

ventional procedures. Porter also presented an excellent system of
classification of the many types of devices which have been suggested as
useful adjuncts to the teaching process. The present naner will not be

directly concerned with a revieW of these aspects of the literature.

Briefly, a self-instructional device might be thought of as an auto-
matic tutor that presents the learner with a series of problems each
requiring some approuriate action on his part. In his review of the

literature on the many types of devices employed, Porter (24, pp 130-131)

has listed three essential features which distinguish the self-instructional

device or teaching machine from the teaching aid. First, the self-

instructional device provides a sequence of problems which are designed

to take the learner frcm a low to a high level of proficiency in a given

subject. Frequently, the problems also contain information which helps

the learner respond correctly. The sequence of problems is graduated
carefully so that the probability of responding correctly to a given
problem is quite high, provided that previous problems have been correctly

answered. The sequence of problems employed in a Particular learning
situation is sometimes called the program.

The second essential feature of a self-instructional device is that

its use requires some action by the learner at every stage of the program.

With sone devices the learner must answer each problem correctly before

being presented with another, while other devices permit occasional errors.

The latter usually provide for recycling the program. The third require-

ment of a teaching machine is that the device nrovide immediate confirmation

or knowledge of results about the correctness of the learner's responses.
Porter believes that devices having all three of these features might

properly be called teaching devices, since no human teacher is mediate

between the learner and the device. He suggests that other devices, such

WAN TR 59-503 1
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ru;, nlackbo! sus, mol. 1r, and rH:lw, miLht best be thevht of
!.1.!t Li'Ly h t i' rrq.r, on,. or :norc or t; L hr

EH:FOTIVE:j;S:.' Cf. DEVIA.S

A oo!,.i deit nortien of the research on self-instructional Jevices
has cr evaluation stulics, in which the effectiveness of
teachinc bten comrar with tesichinc by some more conventional
method of inst!- The present writer shares with Gilbert (11, p 29)
ttle view w. rn amount cr evaluation research is necessary
in order to justiry ed interest in the basic concent of automated
instrucLon, the .stion of research effort should be devoted to an
exnerimen%al ann1y: parameters which influence the effectiveness
of self-instructionl

A distinct.on !ray
!-,he effectiveness

char,,cteristics 0:- the

or these classs of vnrim
perinert resenrcn

nmon: three classes of variables of which
rtstruction may be a function. They are

the proEram, and of the learner. Each

11 be discussed in some detail, and the
be summarized.

TE DEVICE

For purposes ci' discusFicb, 9 .'-:::structional device may be thouEht

of as havinL: four major comronents; a which presents the
proLram; (2) a repcnse nanel, wnic,h learner uses in forming his
response; (3) E con'irminL; mecnanis:T, h provides the learner with infor-
mation as to the -.;orrectness of his 1-,:s:L; and (4) a reinforcement
mechanisn, which provides the impetus fcr fur;}..er operation of the device.*
This four-fold analysi.s establishes a convtent framework in which to
Place a discussion of research on characterdes of self-instructional
devices.

Lasp lay or Input Characteristfs

Porter (23) has reviewed the literature on the devices which qualify
as self-instructional devices, according to his criteria. No attempt will
be made to describe the devices in the present paper. Suffice it to sRy

* The confirming and reinfoicing mechanisms are assumed to be combined in
some types of self-instructional devices.

WADC TR 59-503 2
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tr,lk AorKerL; wive !We Inc 0 rokrii.:/1 ol,c.S Fuld otIt 1. oil I comeentm 1.j)

ur,.;:ent materials to the leaser. nne very simple device seems sor-

CI 0 5 ly (;utJ to warren I; a I no te rowdy r ( I ) in1 Ilomme and

Glaser (1F)) h,lve ucie Wood two tiorent; 1-,11cds ut ororTfumr it; t he rorm
Lt radi cri I

Forte!' c-its distinTuisned between LWO important ways oC presoutluc

the Prohram. The first NRy mi-ht be oalled "learner-raced," in which the
device "waits" for the learner to respond before it reacts. Thth Prossey

twd Skinner have made ure o: this technique. second way of present-
ln;; the pro6ram micht be called "machine-paced," in that a r,iven proolom
is presented for a ueriod of tirce and then the machine acts, whether or
not the learner has resvonded to the problem. The well-'.:Lown mem ory drum

is an e-xemnle ot. this latter way or presentinj the procram.

.;ilhert (12, p!, 3-6) has discussed some of the practical problems con-
nected with the presentation of materials, but to tbe writer's knowleore,
no investijater hr compared the effectiveness or two or more methods of
presentin:: the brocram to the learner. One restnrch oroulem which mil;ht
well receive immediate attention is the relative e:Ticienoy of croup-pureci
(e.:., motion oictores) versus learner-paced devices. Lumsdaine (20) has
pointed to some of the similarities and differences between the two types
or presentation.

A ,::reet deal of research is necessary oeCore we know much about the
ortimum means of presentin. materials Cor automated instruction. It is

likely that the most effective means of Presenting the program will vary
as a function of such other variables as the reaponse characteristics of
the de-:ice, the type and amount of subject matter to be learned, and
perhaps with the characteristics of the learner.

Response or Outout Characteristics

Two basically different moues of operating teaching machines have
been employed. Following the lead of Pressey (27), many have used the
recognition or multiple-choice method of responding. Others have employed
Skinner's recommended construction or fill-in method of responding. Gilbert
(12, pp 7-10) has discussed some of the practical problems connected with
the two methods of responding, but no study has been found which compares
them experimentally.

However, Evans, Glaser, and Homme (8) did compare the effectiveness
of the construction method of responding with no overt response at all.
In this experiment, two groups of subjects learned a program entitled
"Fundarentals of music." One group made one or more written responses to
each problem, while the other group made no overt responses. Interest-
ingly enough, the group which made no overt responses spent less time in

WADC TR 59-503 3
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!Ind t)ttint..(1 h roomt I en test soorwi than did the group whioh
respoaded overtly to f.'n°1 problem. However, the di rfortAlcoo were not

stati:!Lic.a1ly cOlific"It. This variable Is worthy or more carerul
atAcw;ion, I"; h°1sthlo that Rt lcart rome responses need be made
only cio..ertly.

nti Vechnnism

Gilbert nr,1°-13) has defined the confirming mechanism of a
teachinL: deviou. fl

U e til':)nlis by which the learner receives inf(rmation
Fla to the correotnof:!' °V his resnonse to a 0 von problem. The designers
of self-instruction"1 d"icos frequently assume the t c on firmati on also
provides reinfc)rcorl m in turn produces more responses. However,

the present wri ter °C;e" with Gilbert that conrirming and reinforcing
mechanism mitjlt b0::,:t1F.cussed separately, since they refer to
separate classes of 1 dent variables of which the effectiveness of
automated instl-octio° be a function.

The confit-51iti6', rne1 ennloyed in selr-instructional devices can
be varied in at 1."°t LII° important dimensions. First, they may vary in
the type or amount or h;tormatien Provided to the learner; and second, they
may vnry in the ten1P"°1 deiny between the response of the learner and the

iRdelivery or conrrmtipr.the Tbese sub-classes of variables will be
discussed separgtel)"

Iricn and gris (16) have d,:scrihed four tyres of confirming mechanisms

ie
l.

appropriate to the Prsl'ey time of self-instructional device. The first
is the quiz mode, wil iee the learner, by pressing a srecial button, inter-
rogates the niTie az uo which of the 20 options is the correct one.
Immediately a liLht col" en to indicetu the correct option. The second
confirming mechenis0

_.
1.s Qelled the mcdified-quiz mode, in wtdch the learner

presses the button adjace

cetIon

ut to the option whichh e believes is correct.
If the correct option."9 chosen, a green liht adjacent to that option
comes on. 'f is incorrect, both a red "wrong" light and the
green light next to the cs-crrect option come on. In order to proceed to
the next problem the leartier

cohtirmin-
must first nress the button next to the correct

option. The third g mechanism is called the practice mode, in
which the learlier is reqt4ired to keep choosing options until the correct

lone is chosen. The st confirming mechanism is the single-try mode, in
which the learrier col renbond only once to each problem. A green light
comes on if the ho

-cllc 1"
correct; if the choice is incorrect, the red

light comes on. Then the next problem is presented.

Trion and Bri go corn,.N4 ed the effectiveness of the four types of
confirming mecheni sms on each of three tNmes of learning tasks: serial
learning, paired-aseOciSte learnin,, and problem solving. Independent
groups of 20 sqbject5 ea l,'t were given 20 minuses of practice under one of
12 experimental condition..

. The dependent variable in the experiment

WA.DC TR 59-503 4
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WI" "1" nember or errore cemmitted on a retention tA.nl. elvve immtellat, ly

arter pr,,otioo and two weeks later. In )-,enerel, tho reletive eMcieney

or the rem- Lyoos ce cenIThilice meeharl:.mo wei, in Llw roltowin ordor:

quiz Mo,ie, modiritui-qui!. mode, practice mode, elui :Hekle-try mode. The

""Unt or 1 1' tori no it II V II I UI U ew:tier 0 the Lypc or
loarntn;_.

!'nrortile,tel, the t:.nes or ceerite,ation ,;tudied an,1

wer° that a number or basic Independent variables proliahl were

For example, as Irion and point out, it mey be that

the mode of confirmation nrovod to be r,enerelly the most effective:

(1) bete,u80 it permitted more practice trials per unit-time, (:),) because

it re deced the number or errors which could be committed, (7 ) bec±wse it

eliminated the overe,ive stimulation resultirv from the error buzzer, or
(4) because or some combination or these variables. Althewh Irion hnd
PriCC,n answered en imnortant practical qu stion, it would seem that,

ultlmat y the problem of optimizini; the confirming mechanIsm or a self-

instre,cti. one 1 de vi ce must he attacked in :;uch it fu.i shi on that the a (Tee ts

or each varinole can pe Properly interpreted.

thvestigators who prefer to have the learner construct his answers
to pr cblems, rather than simply recognize them, have also employed at

least two tynes of confirming mechanisms. Skinner (33) has used a device
which bresents the learner with the correct answer to a problem as soon
as the learner comoletes his response, whether or not the response is

correct. recycling the program, the learner eventually answers all

probleMs correctly. Recently, Skinner (35) expressed dissatisfaction
with this device because the second attempt to answer a given problem
MaY be partly under the control of the previously revealed resnonse.
Skinner has also developed a device which continues to present a given
probl erri until the learner responds correctly. These two types of confirm-

ing mechanisms parallel Irion and Ilriggs' quiz mode and practice mode,
respe. ctively.

Gilbert (12, pp 10-15) has discussed some of the practical problems

connec ted with the use of the quiz mode and practice mode of resronding,
and he has suggested a third method of responding. It incorporates

features of both the construction and the recognition methods of respond-

ing' When faced with a given problem, the learner first constructs his

answel's then he views a number of alternatives and chooses the one which

Most closely resembles his response. The machine then informs the learner
as to the correctness of his choice. Gilbert has also suggested that the
confi rfiing mechanism might present additional information at the same
time it conPirms the learner's response. The promise of this latter
sugge ttion is supported in the findings of Evans, Glaser and Homme (8),

who sh owed that the learner need not respond overtly to all of the

meter& als in a program. To date, none of these suggestions has been
subje cted to experimental comparisons using the construction method of
respoeding.

WADC TR 59_503 5
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risearch seems reeuircl on this imeortaht nuestior within the context of
witomated instruction.

A second euet,ion relat.,1 to reinforcin,7, ohnracterint,ies of self-
instructional uevices stems from a warnin!7 made by both Porter (24, p 135)
and Keislar (17) or a novelty effect in connection with the use of con-
firmation Rs the sole reinforcement. It mny well be that confirmation
would lose its reinforcing property ovcr a period or time. Ponter (25)
reports thou the advantae or automated instruction over a standard method
of teRchini:, showed no diminution over a neriod or five months. However,
more research is necessary before we can be sure that confirmation can be
relied on to maintkiin its reinforcin,7, nrorerty for loner Periods of time.

A third question has to do with the ontimal schedule of reinforcement
to be employed. Most researchers aiTee that the proe:ram should be care-
fully calibrated so that the probability of the learner's answering questions
correctly should be very hirh, resultinir in a schedule annroaching 100 per
cent reinforcement. Skinner (33, p 45) stated that the completion of a
given number of problems on his machine also constitutes reinforcement.
Fe thinks that learners are operatine; under a special tyre of partial
reinforcement schedule which has been called "reinforcement on a fixed-
ratio with counter." Further, both Fressey (27) and Skinner (32) think
extrinsic reinforcement might also be emnloyed. No research has been
uncovered which tells us about the optimal kinds and schedule of reinforce-
ment to use.

Finally, one should be careful to distinhuish between two kinds of
events which miGht be reinforced. The rirrt is respondin,; ner se, and the

WADC TR 59-503 7
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:.tocs.: is rus:,onding correctly. Fresumably, the second kind of event is

t?J: Prorer one to reiniorce. Skinner (33, o 45) renorts that learners

nave ,A t,_ndency to resPond carelessly during the first cyble of the pro-

'rustinii: to R loo at the correct answer to clear un the assignment.

he v_tttriO.stes this tendency to too high a level of motivation, stemming
from th:. do:in of his machine, Presumably the reinforcing mechanism.

nn 32-33) hr,s sugested that the frec,,ency of deliberate

rrcr will be redt;ced by imposing a 5-second delay in presenting the next
st. whenc.ver such errors occur.

14, sr clear frcm this brief discussion that the nature of the rein-
forcemenc e:Tloyel in self-instructional devices has not yet been carefully

muHrl less adt'outel: studied.

Proj:,m::ing refers to the arrngement of materials to be learned in

tn c: nrsentation which will tend to maximize the rate of acqui-

sitic:' and ru-,ention. It is nossible that some simple tasks require

little t'ne way cc prorammin7, but it is very likely that the develop-
ment of efficient orograms to be used in the teachinir, of comnlex skills

must wait on a thorcui:n functional arp,lysis of the characteristics of a

pro,-r which influences both rate of acquisition and retention.

temptf ht:ve been made to program many different kinds of subject
runging from the teaching of contract bridge (7) to the deVelop-

ment cf manajerial sills (23). However, the present paper is not con-
b,rned Nith the prolra=ing of any narticular kind of subject matter, but
rather with the chlet,:ristics which are nrobably common to many kinds

(32, 33) was the first investigator to give serious attention
to the problem of nroranning for automated instruction. More recently,

illbert (11, 12) has described in considerable detRil some of the principles

of prc,ri: --rnr-osition. In addition, Crowder (5, 6, 7), Meyer (21), Beck

(1), an:3 ';laser, iomme Rnd Evans (13) heve.made imnortant contributions to
our understanding of the nrocess. The description which follows is an
attr.mrt to synthesize some of the views of these investigators. The

aalysis is directly concerned with the development of verbal and symbolic
skills, but it also apply to the development of psychomotor skills.

eyer (21) has described three major steps in composing a program for

the a.)tomtio teaching of a ,:iven subject. A description of these stens

mav be a-)uched in terms meaningful either to the curriculum specialist or

to cit rsychblo:ist. In the interest of clarity, the writer intends to

oc..h ...-.roubs of terms.

:- 5-503 8



Programming as the Curriculum Specialist Views It

From the point of view of the curriculum specialist, the first step
in program composing is to delineate the entire field or subject matter
to be taught. Terms, methods, facts, principles, theories, etc. must be
collected. (One might think of these as answers to questions which might
appear on a final examination for a given course.) The second step is to
ascertain the learner's level of understanding of the suLject matter before
any training has begun. The third step is to arrange the subject matter
into a logical order which is conducive to rapid learning FInd good retention.

The arrangement of the subject matter into a logical order can be
further analyzed into three distinct steps. First, a hierarchy of the
materials must be established, so that the learner will first master ele-
mentary skills which he will later use to develop more complex ones.
Second, the materials must be arranged in steps small enough to be taken
readily by the learner without being so small as to impede learning.
Finally, the Program must provide for sufficient learning at each step in
order to be sure that each step will be adequately learned. Otherwise,
forgetting might well take place before the skill is put to use later in
the program.

Programming as the Psychologist Views It

The psychologist who is interested in the study of the process of learn-
ing might describe in quite different terms the steps involved in composing
a program for use in self-instructional devices. Presumably the psycholo-
gist's major contribution to the study of automated instruction techniques
would stem from his understanding of the optimal means of effecting the
transition from low to high levels of proficiency with respect to the
subject matter to be learned. For this reason, a somewhat detailed analysis
of the program seems required, in an effort to isolate the variables of
which the effectiveness of a program might be a function.

For ease of communication, one mi.xht characterize an entire program
as consisting of three types of stimulus-resoonse connections.* Terminal
S-R connections refer to the stimulus-response connections which we want
the student to learn. Initial S-R connections refer to those stimuli
which, at the outset of training, are already the occasions for those
responses which, to some degree, approximate the responses the programmer
wants to teach. Finally, transitional S-R connections stand for the steps

* In this paper, the term stimulus-response connection is used only as a
matter of convenience. The writer does not imply an absence of covert
stimuli and/or responses which mediate the ,onnection.
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which can be exnected to medite the initial and terminal S-R connections.
A number of transitional S-R connectionF; might be required to bridge the

gap bet.;.-teN a particular rair of initial and t?.rminal S-R connections. The

first trrinsitional S-R connections would only crudely approximate the
termina.1 connections, both -with respect to stimuli and resronses; the
second trPnsitional connections would appro:dmate the terminal connections
more closei::; the third even more; and so on, until the terminal S-R

connection: tlrE reticthed. Fiure
concection of a pro,ram.

nitt S7'mIllus-

resnonse connections

Transitional
stimulus-res
connections

1

r

rS

shows a

Rai,

- Ra ,

2

R

schematic reasentation of this

S Rio,
...

,.

S " R101, .. S - Ril

S - Rb S - R.
2

12

S -- Rbn,

Terminal stim,-
response con:Lecticns -

ani
Rin

S RB, Oew
S RI

Figure 1. ::atrix shcain, :.1..,,:e1opment of a program from

initial still;uL'Js-rc!,consa connections, through the
transitional connections, and finally approaching

the terminal stimul1is--esponse connections.

The Psychologist mi0It continue his analysis of Programming by point-

in;: to two problems connected with tne oraerinL of materials to be used in

automated instruction. First, the learner must hi: caused to eadt the

appropriate responses, and seccnd, these resnonses must be brought under

the control of the aorropriate stimuli. Clearly, these operations cannot
be performed in one great step from the initial to '6ne t,erminal S-R con-

nections. Rather, a series of intermediate steps must be established which
guide the learner at every Point along the wely. At the outset, the proLrem

should consist primarily of initial S-R connections. The topogranhy of'

these connections must undergo a systematic change to become transitional
S-R connections, and :hese must undergo furtner changes, until the terminal
S-R connections are reached. At least two well-known processes of condition-
ing seem to be involved in changing the topograrhy of the S-R connections.
They are stimulus-discrirination and response differentiation.
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Various investigators have described three stere,., involved in guiding
the learner throwsh the program from initial S-R connections, throegh the
transitional connections, to the terminal connections. In order to simplify

matters, consider the develoment of only one teeminal S-R connection.
;irst, the stimulus of the initial S-R connection is paired with the stimulus
of the first transitional S-R connection. (The reader will recall tnat the
former type of stimulus is, by aefinitioa, already the occasion for the
response which approximates the aesired one) Vinen these two kinds of
stimuli are Paired, the learner's first response should be the re:ec)onse of
the initial S-R connection. ilbert (11, pn 20-23) calls tnis process
awmentirw.

The second step in the process is t. extirn-..eish the resronse cf the

initial -R connection throw-n non-reinforcement,* thus permitting the first
transitional response to appear and be strengthenea thrceeh reinforcement
(Skinner, 34, p 970). The third step in the orocess is graaually to elimi-
nate the stimulus from the initial S-R connection, leaving only the stimulus
from the first transitional S-R connection. This precess has been called
fading or vanishing (34, p 972 and 11, tp 23-26). The connection is said
to be established when only the stimulus from the first transitional S-P
connection evokes the response from that connection.

The tnree steps may then be repeated by pairinG the stimulus from the
first transitional S-R connection with the stimeles from tne second tran-
sitional S-R connection. Then, by differential reinforcement, the response
of the first transitional connection is weakened and the resnonse of the
second transitional connection is strern7,thened. Next, fade or vanish the
stimulus from the first 'transitional connection, leaving only the second,
until the second transitional connection is firmly established. This
process is repeated over and over, until finally the terminai S-R oor.,nection
is established.

At least two classes of indeuenaent variables are sugi;ested by the
present analysis. The first variable nas tc do with the amounht of stimulus-
augmenting built into the Procram. In other words, the extent to which
the correct resnonse is Prompted by stimuli which accompany tne problem
is a variable of which the efficiency of a Program might be a function.
The implication is tnat there is an ontimum decree to which the stimulus
of the first transitional S-R connection should be aucmented by the
stimulus of the initial S-R connecticn. Too high a degree of augmenting
would waste learning time, while too low a decree of auEmenting would
result in frequent errors.

* In this case, extinction is assumed to be either stimulus- or response-
produced, and in either case, it does not necessarily require overt
responses on the part of the learner.
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The second variable suggested by the present analysis is the rate of

fading of the aumenting stimuli, once the resnonse of the first tran-

sitional connection has been evoked. Once again, there should be an

optimum rate of fading or vanishing of these augmenting stimuli. Too

slow a rate of fading would waste learning time and too rapid a rate would

result in frequent errors. The frequency of errors committed by the
learner as he proceeds through the program can be manipulated either by
varying the amount of augmenting or the rate of fading. The effect of
frequency of errors upon the efficiency of a program is discussed later.

In addition to the methods already described, Skinner (33, pp 38-40),

Beck (1), and others have suggested a number of techniques which might be

used to evoke correct responses from the learner at every point in the

program. Fieck has called these rules oC programming and has attempted to

classify them. One technique consists of giving the learner some materials
to read, either before he sets to work on the program or while he is work-

ing on it. Another technique involves the use of the context of the

problem as a means of eliminating some strong competing response. For

this purpose, the correct answer might require a word which rhymes with a
word in the problem or which is the opposite of a word in the problem.
Ali sorts of techniques have been suggested. It seems clear that these
techniques simply provide stimuli which reduce the probability of an
error response which might otherwise occur. In a sense, the techniques
provide for something akin to stimulus-produced extinction.

It is clear that the concept5on of a program as described in this
paper does violence to "programs" as they appear in real life. Skinner
(35) has already noted that it is probably unwise to teach students
specific responses to specific stimuli. Students should learn to respond
correctly to questions abo-t narticulrr subject matter, but they should
also be able to deal effe..uively with closely related materials not
presented in the program, and certainly, they should learn to answer
questions in their awn words and not simnly parrot the responses as they
appeared in the program. In short, the learner must establish relations
between a class of functionally equivalent stimulus events and a class of
functionally equivalent responses. There, the writer would agree that it
is'probably impossible to specify completely the terminal S-R connections
or the initial or the transitional S-R connections.

However, such considerations should not lead us to stop building
models, especially if the model permits us to see more clearly some of the
variables which influence behavior in a learning situation. The present
analysis cannot be said to say anything new. Researchers interested in
programming have already implied all of these processes. It merely
summarizes their thinking to make the current issues more explicit.

It should be noted that the matrix shown in Figure 1 is defective on
at least three counts. First, the matrix fails to show that some tran-
sitional S-R connections are also terminal S-R connections. Second, it
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-Nils to make clear that two or more transitional connections might be
Qcmibined to form one terminal connection; and third, the matrix fails to

te.t a given transitional connection might play s role in the for-
tr',E;t-ion of more then one terminal connection. A more comrlex matrix could
tlQorporate a 11 of these features.

rc_21 Error in Program riting

is relatively easy to describe in generalized stimulus-response
tere the nature of a nrogram to be used for the automatic teaching of a
1..113":iect, but it is quite another matter to specify rrecisely how to go

410 omposing one. At least five sources of error may enter into theout c
First, the programmer may incorrectly specify the sum total of

th 6
terrn

inal s-R connections to be formed. This would amount to saying
curriculum srecialist failed to delineate completely the subject

rtnIIRt th°

tter to be taught. Second, the programmer may err in his estimate of
424

che extent of the initial S-R connections, which amounts to saying that
1;hc, curriculum specialist overestimsted or underestimated the learner's
It"Pel cf understanding of subject matter before training has begun. Third,
h -rammer may not provide for sufficient conditioning of one or more
',r1.1tional or terminal S-R connections. This error would be comparable

th failure on the part of the curriculum specialist to nrovide for
't.411cient training on any asnect of the subject matter. Fourth, there
1.43

be 0ne or mcre defects in the order of the progression of the tran-Y
't;onal S-R connections. In the narlance of the curriculum specialist,

a
defect would amount to teaching complex skills before the learner1!Qhq4

ma5
tared more elementary skills which make up the complex ones.

-/AallVY the programmer may make nremature progressions in the topography

the transitional F.-R connections. To the curriculum specialist, this.
1%e4ris trie level of comnlexity or the subject matter is being raised too

OidlY and the learner cannot keep uP.

considering these five sources of error inherent in the process

comc()sing a program, one should keep in mind the important concept of
-11clividual differences. For example, the initial S-R connections and the
E4401.mt of conditioning required at each transitional step may differ
?ollsiderably from one learner to another. This problem and ways of deal-

with it will be examined later in this report.

Any of these five sources of error may seriously impair the effective-
tles cf a program to be used for automated instructional purposes, and the
sh umber of sources may lead some to believe that there is little

n

Ice
of writing successful programs. Indeed some of these errors have

r

1.eady been reported in the literature. Meyer (21) apparently over-
eSti_eted the extent of the initial S-R connections. In developing a
Pr,_'__ for the teaching of arithmetic to elementary school children, she

that the children could match numbers which were presented aslamed
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stimuli with numbers tc be used as responses. The program also assumed a

minimal readinc vocabulary (words like "is," "here," "and," etc.). Later

Meyer founa that these assumptions were not warranted.

Moreover, Keislar (17), who developed a Program for the teaching of

certain mathematical concents, also aunarently erred either by making pre-

mature transitions of the transitional S-R connections toward the terminal

connectior:s or by failin g. to provide for sufficient condition once the con-

nections had been established. Keislar reported that subjects made too

mani errors in goinc through the relatively short program. Undoubtedly,

other investigators have committed one or more of the five kinds of error

here described, without reporting it. 'loth Meyer and Keislar attributed

the faulty Performance of the leaniers to defective programs. Although

such errcrs clearly Point to the need for further research, teachers who

emnloy the more conventional methods 01 instruction might be less inclined

to be so self-critical.

rn any event, the sources of error which enter into the comnosing of

a orcE-Tam to be used in a teaching device are precisely the same ones which

enter inuo the use of standard pedagoi-ic methods. Further, although the

evidence is far from clear-cut, it appears that when self-instructional

devices are experimentally pitted aainst standard methods of instruction,

the former prove to be the more effective (26, D 139; 8).

A F7_:NCTIOAL.A?ALYSIS OF THE PROCESS OF PROGRAMMING

Several investigators have described what have been called principles

of programning and while there has been considerable overlapping, each

worker has contributed something new. The present writer has attempted to

incorporate into one statement the principles which have been suggested by

Skinner (32), Gilbert (11, 12), Meyer (21), and Glaser, Homme and Evans

(13).

However, it should be noted that these principles of programming, as

stated by most workers, simply constitute problems which the programmer

faces when he attemnts to comnose a program. As such, they offer no

solutions and each programmer must solve these problems as best he can.

In the interest of scientific efficiency, each of these principles might

better be thought of as a class of independent variables of which the

efficiency of a program might be a function. Glaser, Homme and Evans (13)

apnear to think of them this way, and these investigators have already

begun a functional analysis of one class of variables and have suEgested a

line of attack upon another. Such functional analysis of the process of

programming provides a convenient framework in which to summarize previous

research findings and to sugi7est new approaches which might be taken. A

description of five classes of indenendent variables which may influence

the effectiveness of a program used in self-instructional devices\follows.
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1. Relevance

At the outset, the programmer must specify precisely the terminal S-R
connections to be formed, i.e., what responses are to be brought under
the control of what stimuli. Skinner (32, p 93) first described this
principle, but the term relevance comes from Gilbert (11, pp 10-17), who
stated that the problems to be Presented in the nrogram should represent
the kinds of problems which you w,int the learner to solve, and the
responses in the program should approximate the responses you want him
ultimately to make.

Glaser, Home and Evens (13) have reference to relevance variables
when they speak of "behavioral end-products" and they emphasize the
importance of specifying precisely what form the skills to be learned are
to take. For example, the optimal properties of both the teaching device
and the prcgram are likely to depend on wnether tne learner is to acquire
facts, solve problems, or make practical applications of the materials to
be learned. This is the old problem of transfer from the learning situation
to the task for which the learning is intended. Porter (24, p 136),
Kendler (18), and Keislar (17) have aiscussed some of the problems of
transfer which might arise from the use of self-instructional devices. In

short, these investigators seem to be saying that a complete functional
analysis of the process of programming would include consideration of the
problem of transfer from the training situation to the actual task situation.

2. Availability

The programmer must also specify precisely the initial S-R connections,
i.e., those connections already in the learner's repertory which apnroximate
the terminal S-R connections and from which the transitional S-R con-
nections are to be developed. Skinner (32, p 93) and Meyer (21) have
described this principle but it seems to have been overlooked by others.

To the writer's knowledge no research has been done on the problem of
specifying the initial S-R connections, on which the program is to be built.
Presumably, most researchers think of this as a problem for the curriculum
specialist or the psychological tester.

3. Sequence

The programmer must specify the optimum order of presentation of the
transitional S-R connections which will enable the learner to proceed from
the initial to the terminal S-R connections in such a way as to maximize
the learner's performance on some criterial measures of learning and
retention. Gilbert (11, pp 26-28) described this class of variables, but
he had reference to the ordering of machine instruction with expository
teaching and simulated field experience. In the Present paper, this class
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of variables is given a broader definition to include both the views of

Gilbert and those of Glaser, Homme and Evans (13).

Although no research has yet been done within the context of automated

instruction on the problem of how best to order a program, two suggestions

have been made. Skinner (34, p 974) thinks that, if possible, a single

program should be develooed through which all learners must proceed. This

might be thought of es a straight-line program. On the other hand, Crawder

(5, 6, 7) has developed a program which permits the branching of the subject-

matter so that allowances might be made for characteristics of the individual

learner. More recently, Gilbert (12, pp 19-23) has presented a rationale

which gives his reasons for preferring the straight-line to the branching

type of program, but he Points out that the issue must ultimately be resolved

by the appropriate experiments.

Whether one uses the straight-line or the branching program, the

problem of sequence still remains. Proper sequence would permit the most

rapid shaping of the learner's behavior and result in maximal retention.

The process of shaping has been described in this report in terms of the

well-known processes of stimulus discrimination and response differenti-

ation, and the writer has proposed two independent variables of which the

efficiency of a program might be a function. So far, no research of this

type has been published.

4. Stepping

After the proper sequence of transitional stimulus-response connections

has been developed, the programmer must specify the size-of-step from one

transitional S-R connection to the next. The size-of-step can be defined

operationally in at least two ways. When it is used as an independent
variable in an experiment, it is usually snecified as the number of steps

in a program which takes the learner from the initial to the terminal

stimulus-response connections (15). The greater the number of steps, the

smaller the median size-of-step. When the term is used as a dependent
variable, it is usually specified by the percent of incorrect responses.
Thus, if learners make few error responses on a given program, the size-

of-step is inferred to be small.

At one time, Skinner (34, p 975) believed that the size-of-step should

be so small that the learner rarely if ever made error responses, but more

recently, he has adopted the position that the optimal size-of-step is an

emnirical question, which may be answered by finding the size-of-step that

maximizes learning and retention (35, p 1).

In one of the first exneriments designed to provide a functional

analysis of the process of Programming, Evans, Glaser and Home (13)

investigated the effect of number of steps in a program on learning time,

on the frequency of errors during learning, and on immediate and delayed

test Performance. UE.ing a single program on elementary number theory,
these workers varied the number of steps over four values: 30, 40, 51 and

67. Since the initial and terminal stimulus-response connections were
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held constant, presumably the greEcter the number of steps, the smaller the
median size-of-sten. Independent groups o: five subjects each were used.
The results show that, within limits, increasing the number of steps in
the program resulted in decreases in the number of errors on immediate and
delayed performance tests. In addition, smaller steps also resulted in
less time-per-stein and fewer errors durinE the course of learning. Evans,
Glaser and Homme point out that the optimum size-of-step might be expected
to vary as a function of the type of subject matter being programmed.
Clearly, further research is in order before this important question can
be answered unequivocally, but a start has been made.

5. Maintenance

The programmer must specify the amount of conditioning required of both
transitional and terminal stimulus-response connections to guarantee
adequate learning and maintenance of these connections. Gilbert (11, pp
17-20) has discussed this problem in some detail, under the Principle of
repetition. He states that optimum repetition requires the use of a

minimum number of problems and a minimum sample of problems in a given
class and a minimum amount of time invested per student which will produce
a satisfactory probability of correct responses. He suggests that review
materials be seeded at various points in the program to be sure that tran-
sitional stimulus-response connections will be maintained. Although the
problem of repetition or maintenance lies clearly within the province of
the psychologist interested in the learning process, no experiments were
found on this problem as it relates to automated instruction. However,
the abundant data on overlearning and underlearning (36, pp 728-732) seem
appropriate.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LEARNER

A. third major variable of which the effectiveness of automated
instruction might be a function has to do with characteristics of the
learner. The concept of individual differences has been implicit through-
out the preceding discussion of the variables which might influence the
efficiency of a program to be used for the automatic teaching of a given
subject. For example, the kind and number of initial S-R connections
available to the programmer for use as starting points for the program
will obviously depend on the learner's previous reinforcement history.
Moreover, the learner's intelligence and his aptitudes and interests
with respect to the subject matter being taught might influence the
characteristics of the program having to do with repetition, sequence,
and stepping. Although other workers have implied that the concept of
individual differences is important to a discussion of the variables which
affect program efficiency, only Glaser, Homme and Evans (13) have mentioned
it explicitly.
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One might hyoctnsize that effective instructional devices might wipe

out difference5 in achiev ent measures associated with intelligence or

aotitude test oerforrnhce. The find;ncs of a number of experiments seem

to sunport thi. hyrothesi
.

Porter (26) found that the correlation between

IQ and achieverrlent i
-ri

snellinF was not siiznificantly different from zero

for a groun of' learner's i-.

-a11:-ht b': a
self-instructional device, but among

the control subjects tau,,LL,ut'in the standard fashion, a significant positive

relationship ws_s fon'." trJon and "rio.gs (16, p 8) reported that scatter

blots revealed little rel, tionship between intelligence test scores (Otis)

end retention, after.I'rnirm by self-instructional devices. Ferster and

Sanon (9) repol-ted s,-; n-n. la. -
r findins between antitude and achievement in a

course in -/ermN;
active or nas :;:sitTci l

Lomsdaine (20) found that the advantage of

bation in a simple learning task decreased with

increases in icl-tel .-11ence.

One explarstioo Which miht be offered to account for the decrease in
achie..correlation between entofand intelligence or aptitude test per-

formance is thP.t Ettl:ci a sublect by teaching machine results in

more homou",eous scores. Home and Glaser (15); and Evans,

Glaser and Homme (13) reoor t data in support of this hypothesis, but

Keislar (17) found tns't /1)-achine instruction rendered the learners more

variable on the acillevemrlt measure th.n the control group. Clearly,

more research of tls.sor-t is necesqary before we can be sure of the

effects or automat ed ,-Ins 'ruction unon relations between achievement and

its classical oredi ctors.

(26) is thePorter c,
-/Ilv investicrator who has reported on relations

between a few non irltlictual factors and achievement test scores earned

by learners who lized the teachinL: machine. He found no relationship
between the sex oC t,:he stLident, the liking for the instructional method,

and achievement. T"ese 1=tr1d other non intellectual factors, such as level
of anxiety of the 1e8 thei..

,
deserve careful attention.

It should be r.oted that the studies described in this section simply

telate some oharac;teristi_sc of the learner to achievement resulting from

automated instruction,

:
li

" ocposed to instruction by way of more standard

teaching methods. :cil studies shed light on this important problem,
they do not touch on the tossible interactions between characteristics of

the learner and the olt variables which influence the effectiveness of

automated instructi°n' '''Or- example, a study relating optimum size-of-step

to the intellienoe of t he learner seems very much in order. Such a study

and others like it 14°1-11-ci add the concept of individual differences to the
other classes of irstiabl s, all of which must be examined as a part of a

functional anslysis oi s"-Itomated instruction.

sulTARY

This report h95 sc"-L,zht to review the current literature of self-
instructional devices with the aim of identifying and examining significant
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concepts ai issues. Three major parameters are thouTht to determine the
effecti -eness of self-instruction. These are (a) the characteristics of'
the ':evice or situation, (b) the characteristics of the program, and (c)
the char° cterift;cs of the learner.

Device characteri:-tics are thouelt to be e function of disnlay (input)
char'cteristics, response (output) characteristics, and means for enhancing
desi.re pc'rformance. Nith respect to the latter factor a distinction is
rOlde between characteristics of the confirming mechanism and characteristics
or the reinforcement mechanism. !.cjor attention was devoted to an analysis
or the Process eC Pro,Tammin6. Sundry variables on which the effectiveness
of nreL]rams may depend were sug;17ested and discussed. A dearth of relevant
e:Kneri Mental studies was noted. A nrcvisional model of the learnin:
crocesces to ne controlled by effective programs was presented. Finally,
the erf'ects of individual differences on self-instruction were considered.
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